[IgG RF analysis of supernatant of cultured synovia in patients with rheumatoid arthritis].
We used Enzyme Linked Immuno-Sorbent Assay (ELISA) to measure IgG RF of supernatant of cultured knee synovia in 45 patients with various rheumatic diseases (Harvest time for the supernatant was 1,4,7,14,28 days). 25 cases of patients with osteoarthritis (OA) and non-synovitis (Non-S) were regarded as the negative control. IgG RF was positive in 4 of 12 patients with rheumatoid arthritis (RA), whose IL-1 bioactivity is also high. Meanwhile these 4 patients had not received disease-modifying anti-rheumatic drugs (DMARDs) and their clinical and laboratory parameters were active. IgG RF was negative in other groups. It is suggested that humoral factor such as IgG RF and cytokine such as IL-1 may play the synergistic role in the pathogenesis of RA and DMARDs may suppress these two kinds of pathological factors.